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MAGNETIC ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 333
Ex. 3. Prove that the potential of a thin plane lamina uniformly magnetised perpendicularly to its plane at a distant point (fyf) is
r=Tr {i-t^+T^a;T+&cj'
where the axes of coordinates are the principal axes of inertia at the centre of gravity, va~, vW- the moments of inertia about the axes of x and ?/, and r is the distance of the point from the origin. [To prove this we differentiate with regard to £ MacCullagh's expression for F, Art. 135.]
333. Magnetic cylinder. Prop. 1. The density at any point of an infinite right circular cylinder (radius a) is <j> (x, y), the axis of the cylinder being the axis of z. Prove that, if <p (re, y) satisfy Laplace's equation and be of i dimensions, the potential of the cylinder at an internal point (£, 77) is
(a2
We obtain this result by making c infinite in the first theorem of Art. 247, noticing that Q/c=a2+w when a = 6.   The potential is therefore
The operator D=^-t -'* ( fca + fl) » and ^ satisfies Laplace's equation, hence all the terms except that given by n=0 are zero.    The potential becomes
At an internal point, the limits are 0 to oo ,
At an external point, the limits arc X to o> ,
Prop. 2. The x and y components of magnetisation of a right circular cylinder are Il = dfjdx and Im = dfldy, where /(.r, y) is a homogeneous function, of x and y of i dimensions wJtich satisfies Laj^ace's equation. Proce tJiat t}ic 'potential of the cylinder at an internal point is 27r/(£, v?).
The potential of a magnetic cylinder whose intensity is 17 IB equal to the resolved repulsion of a cylinder whose density is // (Art. M27). The jjoteutial of the cylinder due to both components of magnetisation is therefore
i -1         i
since dfjd^ and df/dy are both of i- 1 dimensions.
The potential at an external point is found in the same way.   Since a- -f X ~ £- -f-??2,
the result is F' = 27r ( -.,— ) ffa 7;).
Prop. 3. A right circular cylinder is placed in a field of force whose potential is /(|, 77). Prove that, ?//(£, 77) is a homogeneous function of i dimensions which satisfies Laplace's equation, the magnetic potential inside the cylinder u

